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Anna Karenina review (published in East-West Review, Journal of the Great Britain-

Russia Society, Autumn 2015) 

 

A version of this review was first delivered in Russian at the Chinese Russian Literature 

Studies Conference 2015 (Xian, China). 

Translations of Anna Karenina may never before have been compared to the No. 10 bus, yet 

there is a similarity between both phenomena: one gets accustomed to waiting years for the 

next one, and then two come along at once. The literary translation world is still registering 

the appearance of two high-profile new Annas within months of each other: Rosamund 

Bartlett’s Oxford University Press Anna in summer 2014, followed closely by Marian 

Schwartz’s version with Yale University Press. Both translators have impeccable credentials: 

Bartlett is a British academic widely known both for her well-received translations of 

Chekhov and her recent biography of Tolstoy (Tolstoy: A Russian Life; Profile Books, 2010), 

while Schwartz is possibly America’s most prolific and widely honoured contemporary 

translator of Russian fiction (she rescued Nina Berberova from obscurity and has translated 

both high- and low-culture Russian and post-Soviet fiction, from the prose of Mikhail 

Bulgakov and Mikhail Shishkin to Andrei Gelasimov’s ironic detective novels). Schwartz’s 

translation of Anna Karenina has been ten years in the making, although sidelined for much 

of that decade, while Bartlett’s took shape over three years of intense work.  

As his admirers know, Tolstoy is a powerful storyteller who deliberately interrupts the flow 

of his own narrative with verbal tripwires: multi-clause sentences, obvious repetition, non-

standard grammar. Their purpose is to bring the reader into deliberately uncomfortable 

contact with details or themes which Tolstoy deemed particularly important. The opening 

page of Anna Karenina showcases this kind of authorial mischief. While Tolstoy was out to 

shock readers, not translators, the latter take the brunt of his maverick style. Not only must 

Bartlett and Schwartz distance themselves from their many predecessors (Nathan Haskell 

Dole, Constance Garnett, Louise and Aylmer Maude, and Richard Pevear and Larissa 

Volokhonsky, just to select a few of the most widely read translators of Anna) by making 

their mark on one of the most famous passages in world literature, the novel’s opening 

paragraphs, they have to tackle Tolstoyan repetition at its most dogmatic. ‘All happy families 

resemble one another; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way’, writes Schwartz for 

her opening line, while Bartlett is terser: ‘All happy families are alike, each unhappy family 

is unhappy in its own way’ (incidentally, differing by only one word from Garnett’s 1901 

version). More breakers ahead: the next paragraph repeats the Russian word dom (house) and 

its variations, including the rare domochadtsy (members of a household) eight times. The 
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phrases ‘the members of the family and of the household’ is repeated three times in two 

adjacent sentences. As an inflected language, the original Russian is able to moderate the 

dulling effect of this repetition by declining the word dom differently at each mention; 

nonetheless, as Nabokov rapturously observed, this syllable still chimes like a bell through 

the entire passage, setting up Tolstoy’s focus on the home and its vulnerability. Both 

translators preserve this repetition; Schwartz moves back and forth between ‘house’ and 

‘home’, and loses the echo of domochadtsy by rendering it as ‘servants’; Bartlett uses ‘house’ 

and ‘household’ throughout, preserving Tolstoy’s austere euphony at the cost of English 

rhythm.  

Usually, however, the opposite happens: Schwartz retains literality at the cost of easy 

reading, while Bartlett’s prose – although more richly textured and apparently natural – 

appears to lose a certain degree of fidelity, at least at the textual level, because of those very 

qualities. An example both translators cite is the adjective veselyi (jolly), which Schwartz 

translates throughout by a single word – cheerful – and its cognates (e.g. cheer, cheery), 

whereas Bartlett resorts to a richer vocabulary, including ‘merry’, ‘livelier’, and ‘light-

hearted’, in order – as her introductory essay explains – to convey the ‘richness of meaning 

implied in the original’. Bartlett suggests that Russian is simply more concise than English, 

and that therefore multiple meanings may be implicit in a single word; to fix on a single 

English equivalent for that word, as Schwartz does, would be unduly confining for the 

translator (and repetitive for the reader). This argument makes a great deal of sense and 

justifies Bartlett’s slightly more enjoyable style, yet there are clearly points in the narrative 

where Tolstoy intended the repetition of individual words to jar brutally on the reader. 

In Part Five of the novel, Vronsky is placed in an impossible situation by Anna, who is now 

living with him openly. Vronsky would like Anna to behave discreetly and accept that she 

must avoid society until their relationship is regularized by her divorce and remarriage. Anna, 

however, suffers bitterly from former friends’ contempt for her new status; additionally, she 

fears that their attitude will undermine Vronsky’s love for her. In St Petersburg, she defies 

unwritten social rules by attending the opera in full décolleté as if nothing were amiss. 

Vronsky has to witness Anna’s public snubbing, while fielding his mother’s mockery (despite 

her own chequered past, Vronsky’s mother hates Anna for spoiling her son’s career). In a 

short descriptive passage which follows Vronsky’s progress from his mother’s box at the 

opera to Anna’s, Tolstoy uses the same adverb to describe both women’s actions: 

nasmeshlivo (jeering). Spaced just a few lines apart, the repetition of this word forces the 

reader to compare these two apparently incompatible women. One is brave, passionate and 

despairing, the other is an immoral and cynical hypocrite: yet both treat Vronsky similarly 

during this crucial scene. Schwartz, predictably, rises to Tolstoy’s challenge by repeating the 

word ‘derisively’ for each use of nasmeshlivo. The effect of the original Russian is thus 

reproduced: there is, of course, a risk that readers will fail to recognize Tolstoy’s deliberate 

jar and blame the translator for bad writing instead. Bartlett, on the other hand, dodges out of 

this quandary by ingeniously making Vronsky’s mother’s tone ‘scornful’ and Anna’s 

expression ‘arch’. This creates a much smoother reading experience yet disarms that 

important Tolstoyan tripwire.  
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Occasionally, Schwartz’s fidelity to Tolstoy goes too far for my taste: keen to stress the 

intratextual links created by the repetition, sections apart, of a single word (here obrazovat’, 

to take shape), and equally keen not to let Anglophone readers forget the repetition, she 

created her own, memorably jarring effect with the neologism ‘shapify’. Yet to me the 

creation of a new word where the original used a standard verb is excessively disruptive: it 

out-Tolstoys Tolstoy. Nor would it be fair to suggest that Bartlett neglects the significance of 

individual words in Tolstoy’s text; she has carried out extensive research (on beehives, snipe-

hunting, and peasant clothing, to name a few topics) to achieve the truest possible translation 

of Tolstoy’s sometimes highly specific and obscure terminology. For this reason alone, her 

translation constitutes a valuable revision of previous versions of Anna. It would be 

fascinating, if futile, to contrast Schwartz’s and Bartlett’s approaches to these and other 

Tolstoyan challenges page-by-page: it is interesting, however, that each chose a different 

source text (although the variations are minor). Schwartz used the early Soviet-era master 

printing of Tolstoy’s works, the so-called Jubilee Edition, while Bartlett worked from the 

previously untranslated 1970 Academy of Sciences version. It is characteristic that Bartlett 

justifies this choice in detail in her translator’s note, while Schwartz’s source text is only 

mentioned on the title page verso. Schwartz’s translator’s note explains her awareness of 

Tolstoy’s idiosyncratic style (or, as she puts it, his determination ‘to bend language to his 

will’), and her intention to produce the first English translation capable of matching that 

deliberate clumsiness and disharmony.  

Without in any way excluding or intimidating the general reader, Bartlett’s translation clearly 

facilitates scholarly appreciation of Anna Karenina. This is not just because she supplies 25 

pages of footnotes to Schwartz’s 13, a discrepancy which may be due to publishers’ 

standards, but which also reflects differences in the translators’ perspectives. Bartlett (an 

expert on opera) explains which character sings the Il mio tesoro refrain to which Oblonsky 

wakes in Part One, and why; Schwartz is content to clarify that the song is an aria from Don 

Giovanni. When a bewildered but happy Konstantin Levin, newly engaged to Kitty, makes 

his way to Fulde’s to order presents for his new fiancée’s family, Bartlett gives us the year 

the premises was opened and adds that it stood on Moscow’s ‘fashionable Kuznetsky Most’; 

Schwartz’z note laconically identifies Fulde’s as ‘a jeweler’. Bartlett the Tolstoy biographer 

shines through in a footnote to Part 8 linking Kitty’s regret over her husband’s extended 

absences among his beehives to a real-life tension in the author’s life: his wife, Sonia 

Andreevna, disapproved of Tolstoy spending too much time with his apiary (rather than his 

family). Schwartz does not footnote this passage. In Part 4, Bartlett gives us an entire 

footnote on missing links and undeveloped characters in the novel (inspired by Karenin’s 

casual, never-repeated mention of his sister); Schwartz ignores this opportunity. Conversely, 

later in the same section of the novel, Schwartz accompanies Karenin’s thoughts on the legal 

system with a footnote explaining that public trials were an innovation at that time; Bartlett 

does not comment. Bartlett’s Anna includes a Further Reading section which would be 

particularly helpful to anyone studying or teaching Tolstoy. Acting as her own consultant 

academic, Bartlett additionally provides an Introduction placing the genesis of Anna 

Karenina firmly and clearly in the context of Russian historical and social change: it is a 

novel about ‘how to live’. The Introduction to the Yale Anna Karenina is a characteristically 
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incisive and aphoristic essay by Gary Saul Morson; an excellent, if slightly didactic, 

introduction to the novel’s major themes. 

Carol Apollonio’s splendid review of both new Annas in the TLS (‘Shapify’, March 20, 2015) 

compares Bartlett and Schwartz to highly trained, evenly matched race-horses, just like Frou-

Frou and Gladiator in Tolstoy’s novel. As Apollonio clarifies, her equine comparison is not 

flippant: for Pushkin, translators were the post-horses of civilization. For the general reader, 

the choice comes down to taste: both translations are accomplished, fiercely accurate and 

differently elegant. Bartlett emphasizes lexical accuracy and background detail; for Schwartz, 

stylistic fidelity is crucial. Rosamund Bartlett and Marian Schwartz are gifted translators 

fiercely committed to rendering Tolstoy’s prose with the greatest possible truth.  

Muireann Maguire 

University of Exeter 

 


